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ABSTRACT 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) is a picture process technology that uses Number (license) plate to spot 

the vehicle. the target is to style associate degree economical automatic approved vehicle identification system by 

victimization the vehicle Number plate. The system is enforced on the doorway for security management of an extremely 

restricted space like military zones or space around high government offices e.g., Parliament, Supreme Court etc. The 

developed system initial detects the vehicle then captures the vehicle image. Vehicle Number plate region is extracted 

victimization the image segmentation in a picture. Optical character recognition technique is employed for the character 

recognition. The ensuing information is then wont to compare with the records on a information thus on come back up 

with the precise data just like the vehicle’s owner, place of registration, address, etc. The system is enforced and 

simulated in Matlab, and its performance is tested on real image. it's ascertained from the experiment that the developed 

system with success detects and acknowledge the vehicle Number plate on real pictures. 

 

Keywords – ANPR, AI vehicle identification, optical character recognition; Character Recognition, 

Security. 

 

 

 

 [1] INTRODUCTION 

 

 In the previous couple of years, ANPR or vehicle plate recognition (LPR) has been one in all the 

helpful approaches for vehicle police work. It will be applied at variety of public places for fulfilling a 

number of the needs like traffic safety social control, automatic toll aggregation, parking area system 

and Automatic vehicle parking system. ANPR algorithms square measure typically divided in four steps: 

(1) Vehicle image capture 

(2) Number plate detection (3) Character segmentation and (4) Character recognition. during this project 
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we tend to square measure progressing to build a period vehicle plate Recognition System package. This 

technique mechanically acknowledges and reads vehicle license plates victimization OpenCV and 

Optical Character Recognition. It uses the contour operate from OpenCV to notice the vehicle plate and 

eventually, optical character recognition is employed to scan the vehicle plate numbers. 

 

[2] LITERATURE REVIEW 

Unlike alternative countries, India, with its one billion folks population, features a distinctive set of 

desires for ANPR. the most use of ANPR is in route watching, parking management, and neighborhood 

enforcement security. In Republic of India there's one death in each four minutes with most of them 

occurring thanks to over dashing. ANPR is employed to observe the vehicles’ average speed and may 

establish the vehicles that exceed the regulation. during this case, a fine price tag will be mechanically 

generated by calculative the gap between 2 cameras. This helps to take care of law and order that, in turn, 

will minimize the amount of road casualties. ANPR provides the most effective resolution for providing 

parking management. Vehicles with registered plates will mechanically enter into parking areas whereas 

non-registered vehicles are going to be charged by time of sign up and investigate. In Republic of India 

two hundred, cars are purloined annually. This range will reduce if correct steps are taken and also the 

ANPR system is employed to trace cars so if vehicles ar purloined, enforcement is going to be ready to 

establish once, wherever and also the route taken by a purloined vehicle. this will facilitate bring justice 

fleetly to such a huge nation. 

The cropped image is compared with the templet knowledge keep within the info. OCR mechanically 

identifies and acknowledges the characters with none indirect input. The characters on {the range the 

amount the quantity} plate have uniform fonts then the OCR for number plate recognition is a smaller 

amount advanced as compared to alternative strategies. OCR is that the elementary technology employed 

in ANPR and provides the potential to store and kind knowledge. 

 

  [3] EXISTING SYSTEM 

ANPR System victimization OCR At the hub of the system is that the OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition system) that is employed to extract the character set characters gift on the quantity plate. to 

try to this, it initial uses a series of image manipulation techniques to notice, normalize and enhance the 

image of the quantity plate. There square measure 2 parts within the system, the cameras at the front-end 

and also the remote computers at the back-end. Usually, 2 cameras square measure used at a time to 

extend potency. The cameras as shown within the Fig. one simply performs the task of capturing the 

pictures of Number plates and causation it to the remote computers. 

The remote computers then perform more operations like OCR on the keep pictures sent by the cameras 

at the lane-level. so as to method the high number of pictures keep, a “server farm” is employed that 

contains of the many computers operating along. associate degree example of a server farm is often 

the London Congestion Charge project. The remote computers are often joined with the information that 

stores the small print of the automotive house owners and therefore the specified data are often obtained. 

victimization this data, the perpetrator is often caught. 
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Figure 1. ANPR detecting number plates of running vehicles in real time. 

 

 

[4] SYSTEM MODEL 

The overall ANPR system may be divided into the software package model and hardware model. 

The section can discuss each models intimately. 

Software package Model the most and also the most significant portion of this method is that the 

software package model. The software package model use series of image process techniques that are 

inforced in MATLAB seven.0.1. The ANPR formula is loosely divided into 3 parts: 

 
• Capture Image 
• Extract The Plate From The Image 
• Acknowledge the numbers from the extracted plate 
 
 
 
 
 

The first step is that the capturing of a picture exploitation the USB camera connected to the computer. 

the photographs ar captured in RGB format therefore it may be more method for the amount plate 

extraction. The second step of the ANPR formula is that the extraction of the amount plate in a picture. 

A yellow search formula is employed to extract the probability ROI in a picture. because the official 

range plate of Sindh has yellow background with character set character written in black, it's 

straightforward to sight the plate space by sorting out yellow pixels. The image is sought for the yellow 

color pixels or some that ar nearer to yellow in price. If component price is of yellow color the 

component is ready to one, otherwise the component price is ready to zero. 

The image obtained when the search formula is in black and white format. when establish the ROI, 

image is then filtered exploitation 2 completely different filtering techniques. the primary technique 

involves removing of all white patches that are connected to any border and set their component price 

to zero. The second filtering technique use component count technique to get rid of the little regions 

in a picture aside from the plate region. {the range the amount the quantity} of consecutive white 

pixels is inspected and regions that contain number of white pixels but the predefined threshold ar set 

to zero. At this stage the image contains solely the vehicle range plate. Smearing formula [x] is 

employed next to extract the amount plate in a picture. The smearing formula is sought for the primary 

and last white pixels ranging from prime left corner of a picture. The image is then cropped that solely 

contain the vehicle range plate. The third step of the developed ANRP formula uses Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR) formula to acknowledge the vehicle range. 
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The resultant cropped image obtained when the second step is inverted i.e., all white pixels are born-

again to black and black pixels to white. Now, the text is in white and also the plate background is 

black. Before applying the OCR, the individual lines within the text ar separated exploitation line 

separation method. the road separation adds every pixel’s price during a row. If the resultant add of 

row is zero meaning no text component is gift during a row and if the resultant add of row is bigger 

than zero meaning the text is gift in row. the primary resultant adds larger than zero represents the 

beginning of the road and when this the primary resultant adds capable zero represents the tip of the 

road. the beginning and finish values of the road is employed to crop the primary line within the text. 

constant method continues to separate the second line within the text. Once the lines in AN extracted 

vehicle range plate ar separated, the road separation method is currently applied column wise in order 

that individual character may be separated. 

 

The separated individual characters ar then hold on in separate variables. The OCR is currently 

accustomed compare every individual character against the entire character set info. The OCR really 

uses correlation technique to match individual character and eventually the amount is known and hold 

on in string format during a variable. The string is then compared with the hold on info for the vehicle 

authorization 

 

Hardware Model The hardware model consists of sensors to sense the presence of a vehicle, camera 

to capture the image, a motor with motor driver circuit to manage the barrier on the doorway, laptop 

on that formula is dead receives the image and entrance, laptop on that formula is dead receives the 

image and performs the process, that yields the vehicle variety., and microcontroller for dominant the 

whole hardware of the ANPR system. because the vehicle enters and settles within the field of the 

detector, the infrared detector senses a vehicle and provides a symbol to the laptop through 

microcontroller 89C51 to capture the image of the vehicle. The camera connected to the laptop 

through USB port captures the image of a vehicle. The ANPR formula on a laptop If the inputted 

plate contains the approved variety, then the barrier on the doorway is raised up exploitation motor, 

inexperienced indication light-weight are switched on and ‘Access Granted’ can seems on the show, 

associate degreed if the inputted plate contains an unauthorized variety, then barrier won't be raised, 

red indication are switched on and ‘Access Denied’ can seem on the show. the whole hardware model 

is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Automatic Number Plate Recognization System Software Model. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Hardware setup of ANPR system 

 
 
    [5] PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

In this project, we have a tendency to propose associate degree automatic and mechanized license and variety 

plate recognition system which might extract the number of the vehicles passing through a given location 
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exploitation image process algorithms. No further devices like GPS or frequency identification ought to be 

put in for implementing the projected system. exploitation special cameras, the system takes photos from 

every passing vehicle and forwards the image to the pc for being processed by the ANPR software system. 

Plate recognition software system uses completely different algorithms like localization, orientation, 

normalization, segmentation and eventually optical character recognition (OCR). The ensuing information 

is applied to check with the records on an info. Experimental results reveal that the conferred system with 

success detects and acknowledges the vehicle variety plate on real pictures. this technique may also be used 

for security and control. this technique may also be wont to determine taken vehicles on roads. No further 

instrumentation has to be put in on vehicles for operational this technique. the photographs taken by these 

cameras area unit afterwards processed in a very laptop. All vehicular traffic data is keep within the system 

info for an extended time. Thus, elaborate traffic data are often retrieved from {different totally completely 

different completely different} parking gates at different times. 

 
Figure 4. Identification of the characters and various algorithms for registration plate identification contribute positively in registration plate 

image analysis. 

 

    [6] DISSCUSION 
 

The system begin works once the detector detects the presence of automobile at the doorway. The micro-

controller sends algorithmic program is tested on sizable number of pictures with the resolution of 800 x 

600 pixels. 
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Figure 5. Vehicle number plate extraction using smearing algorithm. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Binary image. 
 

Figure 7. Inverted binary image 

 

Figure 8. Line separation using row segmentation 
 

Figure 9. Character separation using column segmentation 
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Figure 10. Recognize character using OCR
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The results shows that the developed ANPR algorithmic program with success detects the 

Sindh commonplace vehicle range plates in varied day conditions and shows the upper 

detection and recognition rate. It will notice and acknowledge vehicle plates from varied 

distances. the space affects the scale of the quantity plate in a picture. Once the vehicle range 

plate is detected, the individual characters square measure recognized victimization the OCR 

algorithmic program. The OCR use correlation methodology for the character recognition and 

therefore the likelihood of the popularity can even be calculated. The system is computationally 

cheap and may even be enforced for real time vehicle identification system. 

 

 
[7] LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
Some major limitations of the present system are mentioned below. These additionally got 

into the method of our vision and that we aim on eliminating most of them in our future 

iterations. 

• Poor file resolution, actually because the plate is just too far- flung however generally 

ensuing from the employment of a black and white quality camera. 

• Indistinct pictures, significantly motion blur. 

• Poor lighting and low distinction because of overexposure and reflection of shadows. 

• Associate degree object obscuring (part of) the plate, very often a tow bar, or dirt on the 

plate. 

• Browse variety plates that are completely different at the front and also the back due to 

towed trailers, campers, etc. 

• Vehicle Lane changes within the camera's angle of read throughout variety plate 

reading. 

• A distinct font, widespread for vainness plate. 

• Lack of coordination between countries or states. 2 cars from 

{Different totally completely different completely different} countries or states will have a 

similar variety however different style of the pate. 

• Whereas a number of these issues will be corrected inside the code, it's primarily left to the 

hardware facet of the system to figure out solutions to those difficulties. 

 
[8] FUTURE WORK 

ANPR will be more exploited for vehicle owner identification, vehicle model identification 

control, vehicle speed management and vehicle location pursuit. It will be more extended as 

polyglot ANPR to spot the language of characters mechanically supported the coaching 

knowledge It will give numerous advantages like traffic safety social control, security- just in 

case of suspicious activity by vehicle, simple to use, immediate info availability- as compare 

to looking vehicle owner registration details manually and price effective for any country For 

low resolution pictures some improvement algorithms like super resolution of pictures ought 

to be centered. Most of the ANPR concentrate on process one vehicle variety plate however 

in time period there will be quite one vehicle variety plates whereas the pictures are being 

captured. In multiple vehicle variety plate pictures are thought. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
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The system is enforced in Matlab and its performance is tested on real pictures. The 

simulation results shows that the system robustly find and acknowledge the vehicle 

exploitation registration code against completely different lightening conditions and might be 

enforced on the doorway of an extremely restricted areas. The implementation works quite 

well but, there's still area for improvement. The camera utilized in this project is sensitive to 

vibration and quick ever-changing targets because of the long shutter time. The system 

hardiness and speed increase if high resolution camera is employed. 

It is quite clear that ANPR is troublesome system as a result of completely different variety 

of sections and presently it's unimaginable to attain 100% overall accuracy as every section 

relies on previous phase. Sure, factors like completely different illumination conditions, 

vehicle shadow and non- uniform size of registration code characters, completely different 

font and background color have an effect on the performance of ANPR. Some systems add 

these restricted conditions solely and won't manufacture sensible quantity of accuracy in 

adverse conditions. a number of the systems square measure developed and used for specific 

country, that is summarized in table three. 
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